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P R O P E R HYPERSUBSTITUTIONS 
OF SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF 
LATTICES AND BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 
ZYTA SZYLICKA 
(Comrnunicated by Tibor Katriňák) 
A B S T R A C T . T h e notion of a proper hypersubsti tution of a variety V was in­
troduced by J. P l o n k a [Proper and inner hyper substitutions of varieties. In: 
Summer School on General Algebra and Ordered Sets 1994. Proceedings of t h e 
Internationa l Conference, Palacky University, Olomouc, 1994, pp. 106-115]. Let 
V be a variety of a type r . A hypersubstitution rj of type r is called a proper 
hypersubst i tut ion of V if for every identity <fi zz ip satisfied in V t h e identity 
rj((fi) ^ ^(VO is satisfied in V as well. In this paper, we consider proper hyper-
subst i tut ions of the uniformation and of the biregularization of a variety V. A 
special role in our work is played by hypersubstitutions which are regular, full 
and regular. We give various sufficient conditions under which a hypersubst i tut ion 
T) is a proper hypersubst i tution of the uniformation and of t h e biregularization 
of a variety V. We determine all proper hypersubstitutions of the uniformation 
and of the biregu larization of the variety of lattices and of the variety of Boolean 
algebras. 
Introduction 
The idea of a hypersubstitution was introduced by W. T a y l o r [18]. This 
notion was explicitly defined by E. G r a c z y h s k a and D. S c h w e i g e r t [6] 
(see also E. G r a c z y h s k a [4]) and it was largely used for studying hyperiden-
tities. A hypersubstitution is in fact a kind of so called semi-weak endomorphism 
(see [7] or [3]) of an algebra of terms which assigns variables to variables and 
terms to terms (see Section 1). Mappings which preserve identities play a cru­
cial role for algebraists, and therefore J. P l o n k a [13] considered the following 
problem. 
Let V be a variety of a given type. Which hypersubstitution r\ have the 
following property: for every identity <p « ip from Id(V) the identity rj(<p) « 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 08B99; Secondary 08B05, 06B20, 06E99. 
K e y w o r d s : hypersubsti tution, proper hypersubstitution, variety, lattice, Boolean algebra. 
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rj(ijj) belongs to Id( V) , where Id( V) denotes the set of all identities satisfied 
in V. He called such hypersubstitution a proper hypersubstitution of V. 
J. P l o n k a [13] characterized proper hypersubstitutions of the varieties of 
lattices, of Boolean algebras and of their regularizations. In [16], [17], proper 
hypersubstitutions of some other generalizations of those varieties were exam-
ined. In [15], proper hypersubstitutions of the join of independent varieties were 
studied. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let us begin with the definition of a hypersubstitution. Here we quote this 
concept defined by E. G r a c z y h s k a and D. S c h w e i g e r t [6] (see also [4]) 
with a slight modification from [11]. Let T: F —> N be a type of algebras, where 
F is a set of fundamental operation symbols and N is the set of positive integers. 
For a term ip of type T let Va,r((p) denote the set of all variables occurring in (p. 
We denote by F((p) the set of all fundamental operation symbols in (p. Writing 
<p(x{ , . . ., x_ _ ) instead of <p we shall mean that Var(</?) C {x{ , . . . , x{ _ }. 
For / G F we call the term f(xQ,..., xr{f)__) a fundamental term. Let <I>̂  
denote the set of all terms of type r on variables x 0 , . . . , xk,... (k < u). 
A mapping rj: $^ —> $^ is called a hypersubstitution of type r , or briefly, a 
hypersubstitution if rj satisfies the following three conditions: 
(HI) It assigns to every fundamental term f(x0,..., xr{f)__) a term 
¥> / | T(x0 , . . ., z T ( / ) - i ) and r / ( / ( x 0 , . . ., xr{f)__))= tpf%T(x0,. . ., xr{f)__) . 
(H2) rj(xk) = xk for every variable xk, 0 < k < co. 
(H3) If / e F and V o , . . . , ^ r ( / ) _ 1 6 %, then 
r/(/(^0 , . . ., <f\ ( / )_i)) = ¥V,Tfa(¥>0)>' •' M<PTV)-I)) • 
By Hyp(r ) , we denote the set of all hypersubstitutions of type T . 
Let V be a variety of type T . Following [1] for an identity (p w ip of type 
T, we write V f= <p « ^ i f ^ ? ^ ^ belongs to Id(V), and we write V ^ 99 « ip 
otherwise. 
Recall that a hypersubstitution 77 of type r is called a proper hypersubsti-
tution of V if for every (p w -0 from Id(V) we have V (= r)((p) « 17(^) • A 
hypersubstitution 77 of type T is called an inner hypersubstitution of V (see 
[13]) if for every / G F J h / ( X O > • • • > X T ( / ) - I ) ~ */(/(*()> • • • ' x r ( / ) - i ) ) • F o r 
general properties of proper and of inner hypersubstitutions, we refer to [13]. We 
denote by -P(V), P0(V) the set of all proper, of all inner hypersubstitutions of 
V, respectively. A variety V of type r is said to be unary if T(F) = {1}. A va-
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riety V of type r is called idempotent if all fundamental operations in algebras 
of it are idempotent. 
K. D e n e c k e and M. R e i c h e l [2] proved the following. 
RESULT 1.1. ([2]) Let V be a variety of type r . Then PQ(V) = P(V) = Hyp(r) 
if and only if the variety V is idempotent and unary, or V is trivial (i.e., 
V (= x « y). 
We need some notions from [13]. Let p(xQ,... , x m _ 1 ) be a term of type r . 
A term p(x0,... ,xrn_1) is called ( x 0 , . . . , x m _ 1 ) - symmetrical in V if V (= 
^ ( x f co ' " - ' x *m- i ) ~ <P(xoi'->xm-i) f o r e v e i T permutation (fc0,... ,fcm_1) of 
indices 0 , . . . ,m — 1. 
We need the following. 
LEMMA 1.2. ([13]) Let V be a variety of type r , let f E F and let 77 E P ( V ) . 
7/ / ( x 0 , . . . , x_ ( / ) _ 1 ) is (x0,...,xT^)_l)-symmetrical in V, then r](f(x0,... 
. . . , x r ( / ) _ 1 ) ) is ( x 0 , . . . , xT,f\l)-symmetrical in V. 
Let V be a variety of type r . A term <^(x0,..., xrn_1) will be called weakly 
idempotent in V if V f= p(p(x,..., x), x , . . . , x) « y?(x,.. ., x) . From (H3) and 
(H2), we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let V be a variety of type r , let f E F, and let 77 E P(V). 
If f(xQ,.. . , xTr f\_i) is weakly idempotent in V, then r](f(x0,. . . , x_/ /)_1)) is 
weakly idempotent in V. 
Let p be a positive integer, let F (T) denote the set of all fundamental 
terms / ( x 0 , . . . , x 1) with r(f) = p, and let S (V) denote the set of all terms 
ip(x0,. .., x _x) which are ( x 0 , . . . , x x)-symmetrical and weakly idempotent 
in V. Combining Lemmas 1.2 with 1.3 we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let V be a variety of type r . If p > 0, 77 _ -P(V), eUerH 
t;erra /rora F (r) is ( x 0 , . . . ,x x)- symmetrical and weakly idempotent in V, 
then for every term / ( x 0 , . . ., xp_1) from F (T) the term r](f(x0,... , xp_x)) 
belongs to S (V). 
Let V be a variety of type r . Two terms <p and ip of type r are called 
V-equivalent if V \= p ~ ip. Two hypersubstitutions ?71 and ?72 are called 
V-equivalent if for every / E F, V (= 77-. ( / ( x 0 , . . . , x ^ ^ J ) « r]2(f (x0,.. . 
• • • ,^T(/-)_i)) • Clearly, if 77a and ?72 are V-equivalent, then V̂  f= 771(c/?) « 772(^) 
for every term p of type r . It is known from [13] that if r]l and ?72 are 
^-equivalent, then ?71 E P(V) if and only if ?72 E P(V), and so, to find all 
proper hypersubstitutions of V, it is enough to choose one hypersubstitution 
from each equivalence class of the relation uto be V-equivalent" and check if it 
belongs to P(V) or not (see [13; Remark 1.1]). 
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Let V be a variety of type r . Let p denote the relation "to be V-equivalent" 
defined on the set Hyp(r) of all hypersubstitutions of type r , and pv = p H 
( P ( V ) ) 2 , where (P (V) ) 2 = P(V) x P ( V ) , i.e., pv is the restriction of p to 
P(V). We put p(V) — \P(V)/pv\. We shall say that two hypersubstitutions r)1 
and r)2 are essentially different if they are not V-equivalent. So p(V) is equal 
to the maximal number of proper hypersubstitutions of V such that every of 
them are essentially different. 
Throughout the paper, r0 denotes the type such that r0 : {+ , • } —+ N, where 
r 0 (+) = r0(-) = 2 and rx the type such that ra : { + , • , ' } — > N, where rx( + ) = 
r1(-) = 2 , r 1 ( ' ) = l . 
In this paper, we shall use the following convention. Let V be a variety of 
type r 0 . For 77 G Hyp(r0) we will write (V, 77, a,/3) instead of 77 is V-equivalent 
to cr G Hyp(r0) defined by cr(x0 + xx) — a , CF(X0 • xx) = (5 for some terms 
a , (3 of type r 0 . Let V be a variety of type TX. For 77 G Hyp(r1) we will 
write (V, 77, a,/?, 7) instead of 77 is V-equivalent to a G Hyp(r1) defined by 
a(x0 + xx) —a, cr(x0 • xt) = /?, cr(x'0) — 7 for some terms a , /?, 7 of type r x . 
We will say that an identity (p zz if; excludes 77 /rora P ( V) , or briefly excludes 
77 if V |= <p « -0 a n d V =̂ 77((/P) « 77('0) • 
For a set E of identities of type r we denote by Mod(E) the variety of type 
r defined by the set E . An identity tp zz ip oi type r is called regular (see [8]) 
if Var(c^) = Var(^) . For a variety V of type r let R(V) denote the set of all 
regular identities from Id(V). We put VR — Mod(J?(V)). The variety VR is 
called the regularization of V (see [14], cf. regular part of V of [5]). 
Throughout the paper, L denotes the variety of lattices of type r 0 , and B 
denotes the variety of Boolean algebras of type TX . 
The following result will be often used in the paper. 
RESULT 1.5. ([13]) 
(i) 77 G P(L) if and only if (L, 77, x0 + xx, x0 • xx) or (L, 77, x0 • x1, xQ + xx). 
(ii) r)£P(LR) if and only if (LR,r),x0 + x1,x0-x1) or (LR, 77, x0-x1, x0 + xx) 
or (LR,r),x0 •xl,xQ • xx) or (LR, 77, x0 + x1,x0 +xx). 
(iii) 77 G P(B) if and only if (B,r),xQ + x 1 , x 0 • x1,x0) or (B,r),x0 • xx, 
xo + x\-> xo)' 
(iv) 77 G P(BR) if and only if (BR, 77, xQ + xx, x0 • xx, x0) or (BR, 77, x0 • xx, 
XQ + X-^^XQ) or (BR, 77, x0 - x-ĵ , x0 • x l 5 x0) or \t>R,r), x0 + x1? x0 + x1? x0). 
2. Some hypersubstitutions 
A hypersubstitution 77 of type r is called a regular hyper substitution (see 
[11]) if for every / G F , Var( r7( / (x 0 , . . . , x r ( / ) - 1 ) ) ) = {x 0 , . . . , x r ( / ) _ 1 } . We 
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denote by RegHyp(T) the set of all regular hypersubstitutions of type T . In the 
sequel, we need the following. 
LEMMA 2 . 1 . ([13]) Let if be a term of type r. If rj E RegHyp(T). then 
FH^))= [J ^(^(/(^•••^r(/)- l )))-
feF(ip) 
A hypersubstitution rj of type r will be called a full hyper substitution if 
U FW{xo^'^xr(f)-i))) = F- By FullHyp(T) we denote the set of all 
feF 
full hypersubstitutions of type r. Let 77. d be the hypersubstitution of type 
T defined by r7 i d( / (x 0 , . . . , x r ( / ) _ J ) = / ( * 0 . • • • > * T ( / ) - I )
 for e v e i T / ^ F-
K. D e n e c k e and M. R e i c h e l [2] proved that Hyp(T) = (Hyp(r), o,r/id) 
is a monoid, where o denotes the superposition. Let us put FRHyp(T) = 
FullHyp(T) n RegHyp(T). We have: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. FRHyp(T) is a submonoid of Hyp(T). 
P r o o f . Obviously, r][d is a full and regular hypersubstitution. Let r\lw rj2 G 
FRHyp(r ) . Then r]1 o rj2 e RegHyp(T) because it is known from [11] that 
RegHyp(T) is a submonoid of Hyp(r) . In view of Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
jF(Vl(V2(f(x0,...,xT{f)_1))))=F. 
feғ 
Thus rjl oV_ e FullHyp(r). Similarly, we obtain that v2 ° V1
 e FullHyp(T). 
Consequently, FRHyp(r) is closed under o. D 
Remark . FullHypJ/r) need not be a submonoid of Hyp(r) . In fact, let us con-
sider the type r 0 , and let r,x e FullHyp(r0) be defined by n_(x0 + x_) =
 xo> 
r,_{x0 • x_) = x0 + {x_ • x0). We see that v1(v1(
xo + xi)) = ViM = xo> 
Vi M*o • xj) = Vl (x0 + (x_ • x0)) = x0. Thus, r)x o r\_ $ FullHyp(T0). 
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3. Uniformations of varieties 
An identity tp « i/) of type r is called uniform (see [9]) if F(ip) = F(I/J) = i7 or 
F((^) = F(ip) 7̂  F and Var(<p) = Var(^) . For example, the identity x0+x0-x1 « 
x0 + x0 • x0 is uniform in L, however, it is not regular and it is not uniform 
in B. For a variety V of type r we denote by U(V) the set of all uniform 
identities from Id(V). We put Vv = Mod(f7(V)). The variety Vv will be called 
the uniformation of V. 
We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3 . 1 . ([13]) If <p & ip is a regular identity of type r and r\ £ RegHyp(r) , 
then rj((p) ~ vfy) ^s a regular identity of type r and Var(r/((^?)) = Var(<./?) = 
Var(^) = Var(r?(^)). 
LEMMA 3.2. If <p « i/; is a uniform identity of type r and rj G FRHyp( r ) . 
then r)((p) « rj(^) is a uniform identity of type r. 
P r o o f . Let F((p) = F{rp) / F and Var(<.O) = Var(V0- Then, since rj e 
RegHyp(r) , by Lemma 2.1, we get 
F{V(V))= U ^ ( ^ ( / ( ^ • " ^ r ( / ) - l ) ) ) 
feFM 
= U F(V(f(x0,..^xT{f)_1)))=F(r]W). 
feF(ip) 
Moreover, according to Lemma 3.1, we have Vai(rj(<p)) = Var(r](ip)). Now, 
assume that F(<p) = F(V0 = F . Note that rj e FRHyp(r ) . Hence, using 
Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
F(V(<P))= U F(V(f(x0,...,xT(f)_1)))=[JF(r1(f(x0,...,xTU)_1)))=F 
feFM f£F 
= UFWK---^r{f)-l)))= U FWfa'-'BrW-l))) 
feF feF(ip) 
= F(vW) • 
This completes the proof. O 
PROPOSITION 3.3 . Le£ V be a variety of type r. If V <E FRHyp(r) and 
V£P(V), then r 7 G P ( V t / ) . 
P r o o f . Let (p ^ ^ belong to f/(V). Then ip w </> belongs to Id(V), 
and since r? G -P(V), we get V (= 77 (<p) w 77^). However, the assumptions 
of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied, and hence, the identity rj(ip) ~ vW i s uniform. 
Consequently, Vv f= rj(ip) « 77(
/0), and so the proof is competed. D 
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Consider the following 12 terms: 
X0"> X0 + X0i X0 ' X0"> X0 + X0 ' X\i Xli Xl ' Xl"> *^1**^1? X-^ + XQ X] , x 
XQ + X j , [XQ + X j J • (^XQ + X^ J, XQ • X-p XQ • x ^ + x 0 • X-̂  . 
Let us put 
L\ = {xo + xi> (xo + x i ) ' (xo + xi)} > 
- L 2 1*^0 * ^ 1 ' *^0 " ^ 1 0 " 1 J * 
THEOREM 3.4. Let; L^ be £b,e uniformation of the variety L of lattices. Then 
rj E P(LJJ) if and only if (L^, 77, a,/3). u>/iere (a,/3) G (L-_ x L2) U (L2 x L x ) . 
P r o o f . 
( = > ) First note that every binary term q(xQ,x1) of type r0 is L ^-equivalent 
to one of the terms (3.1). According to Proposition 1.4, if rj G P(LV), then 
(Ljj,rj,a, (3), where a,/3 G Lx U L 2 . This follows from the fact that among 
the terms (3.1) only the terms from Lx U L2 are (x0,x1)-symmetrical and 
weakly idempotent in Lv. Further, if (a,/3) G L\ U L2 (where Lf = L{ x L{, 
i = 1,2), then r? ^ P(LV). In fact, it is enough to observe that the identity 
x0 + XQ • x1 ^ x0 + x0 • XQ excludes rj from P(LJJ). For example, let us take 
a — XQ + xx, P — (x0 + XJ) • (x0 + x x ) . We have Lv f= rj(xQ + xQ • x-J « 
XQ + (X0 + X 1 ) - ( X Q + X 1 ) and L^ (= r,(x0 + x0 • xQ) « x0 + (x0 + x0) • (x0 + xQ). 
But L ^ x0 + (x0 + £-_)• (x0 + xx) « x0 + (x0 + x0) • (xQ + XQ) and consequently, 
Lu ¥" xo + (xo + x i ) • (xo + x i ) ~ xo + (xo + xo) • (xo + x o)• 
( < = ) Let (L-j, 77, a, /3), where (a, (3) G (L-_ x L2) U (L2 x L j ) . Then, in view 
of Result 1.5 (i), we conclude that rj G L*(L). Further, we see that rj G FRHyp(r ) . 
Hence, by Proposition 3.3, rj G P(LV) as required. • 
COROLLARY 3.5. P (L [ / ) = P(L) . 
P r o o f . Since P(L) C FRHyp(r0) , we see that P(L) C P ^ ) follows 
from Proposition 3.3. On the other hand, assume that L f= <p « -0. Combining 
Result 1.5 (i) and Theorem 3.4 we conclude that, if rj G P(LJJ) , then there exists 
ry* G P(L) such that r? and 77* are L-equivalent. Hence, we have L \= rj(ip) ^ 
7?*((r°) ~ r7*('0) ~ ^(VO • Finally, rj G L*(L), and so we proved the statement. Q 
To prove the next theorem, we need a simple but technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let <p be a term of type TX with Var(<^) = { x 0 , . . . , xm_1} • Then 
we have: 
(i) If ( JS , r / , a , a ,7 ) , ™here (a>7) € {(x0 + xvx0 +x'Q),(xQ -xvx0 - x'0)} f 
then 
£ |= r,(^) ^ <{ z 0 + " " +
 x m - i tf a = x0 + x 1 ,
 f (£ F(<p), 
;0---'




(ii) If(B,r],a,p,x0), where (a,(3)e {(x0 + xvx0 + x'0), (x0 + x'0,x0 + xx), 
(x0 -X^XQ- X'Q), (x0 •X'Q,X0'X1)}, then 
B f= rj(<p) sa 
« if + EF(<p), ae{x0+x'0,x0-x'0}; 
P if -EF(<p), f3e{x0 + x'0,x0-x'0}; 
xo + ---+ * m - i if oc = x0 -f xx , •£ F(<p) or P = x0 + xlt + £ F(<p); 
H • • • • • xm_1 if a = x0-x1, • (£ F(<p) or f3 = x0-x1, + <£ F(<p). 
(iii) / / ( 5 , 7 7 , 0 , 7 , 7 ) , where ( a ,7 ) 6 {(x0 + xx,x0 + x'0), (x0 • xltx0 • x'0)} , 
then 
B h v(<p) 
7 if • Є F(<p) or ' Є F(<p), 
xo + • • • + xm-i if a = x0 + xг, F(<p) Ç {+} , 
xo'----xm-i i / a = i 0 - i 1 % ) Ç { + } . 
(iv) If (5 , ry ,7, /? ,7) ; where (£ ,7) G {(xQ +x1,xQ + x'Q),(xQ - xl,xQ • x'Q)} , 
then 
{ 7 if + e F(<p) or ' G F(<p), 
xQ + • • • + xm_1 if /3 = xQ + Xl, F(<p) C {•} , 
xo ' • • • ' * m - i if P = xQ-x1, F(<p) C {•} . 
(v) If (B, 77, a, a, xQ), where a G {xQ + x0 , xQ • x'Q}. rjben J5 f= 77 (<p) « xfc 
/or every <p such that F(<p) C {'}. Var(<,O) = {a^} , and B (= r/(y?) « a 
otherwise. 
(vi) If ( 5 , rl, a, a, a ) . where a G {z0 + xQ, xQ • x0} . then B |= r/(y?) « a /or 
ei;en/ <p with F(<p) 7-. 0. 
P r o o f . We use induction with respect to the complexity of <p. If <p is a 
fundamental term, then the statement is clear for each of the conditions (i) - (iv). 
(i) We prove only this for ( a ,7 ) = (xQ + xlJxQ+ x'0) because the proof for 
(a, 7) = (x0 • X^XQ • x'Q) is analogous. Let <p = <pQ + <px for some terms <pQ, 
<p1 of type TX . If ' G F(<^), then without loss of generality, we can assume that 
' G F(<pQ). Then, by the inductive assumption, we have 
B h v(<p) « r7((^0 + ^ ) « 7 7 ^ ) + 7 7 ^ ) « x0 + z 0 + 7 7 ^ ) ^x0 + x'Q. (3.2) 
If ' ^ F(<p), then we can assume that Var(<p0) = {^ ,. - . , x̂  _ }, Var((^1) = 
^ j o ' " - ' x j t - i } ' where r 0 , . . . , is_lJ0,. - • , ^ _ i G { 0 , . . . , m - 1} . According to 
the inductive assumption, we conclude that 
B f= n(<p) « 77((̂ 0 + (^) « 77(cp0) + 7/(^) 
(6.6) 
Xio + --- + Xis-.+
Xjo+---+Xjt-.~
X0 + --- + Xm-l-
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Similarly, we deal with <p — <p0 • <px. Further, let <p — (<p0)'. Then B f= 7](<p) & 
*7( W ) ~ V&o) + (vM)' ~ xo + xo • 
(ii) Let (S-77, a,/3, x 0 ) . First, let (a,/3) -=- (XQ + X-^XQ+XQ) . If <p = <p0-<p1 for 
some terms </?0, <£-. of type r x , then, by the inductive assumption, 19 (= r](<p) « 
^(^o'Vi) ^ W + faW)' - ^ o + ^o-Let ^ = ^ 0 + (^1.If • G F((^), then with-
out loss of generality, we can assume that • G F(<p0). By the inductive assump-
tion, we get (3.2) as required. If • ̂  F(<p), then we can assume that Var((^0) = 
{*» 0 ' - - ->
x i . - i} ' V a r ( ^ i ) = K o ' - - ' ' x j t - J ' w h e r e h^-^s-vJo^-Jt-i e 
{0 , . . . ,m —1}. Just as in (i), we obtain (3.3). Let <p — (<p0)'. Then we use the in-
ductive assumption. If • G F(<p0), then B f= 7?((/p) « ̂ ((^o) ') « ̂ (^ 0 ) « x0 + x 0 . 
If • ̂  F(v?0), then B \= rj(<p) « 77(f>0)') « 77(< 0̂) « x0 + • • • + xm_1 because 
Var(<p0) = Var(^J. The remaining (a, /?) G {(x0 • x x , x 0 • x0) , (x0 + x0 , x0 + x j , 
(x0 • x0 , x0 • x-.)} are handled in the same way. 
Proofs of (iii) and (iv) are similar to that of (ii). 
(v) We prove only this for a = x0 + x0 because the proof for a = x0 • x0 is 
similar. Assume that <p = (<Po)' - Then, by the inductive assumption, we have 
B \= r,(<p) « r,((p0)') « n(<p0) « {
 Xk , 
V xo + xo 
i f % ) C { ' } , 
otherwise. 
Now, let ip = <pQ + <p1. We see that B \= n(<p) « ̂ (cpo + ^ J « r?(¥>0) + (r?(<p0)) « 
xo + xo • The term if = (p0 • <px is handled in the same way. Thus the proof of 
(v) is completed. 
(vi) Trivial. D 
Let us put 
Ui = Li u {(xo + x i ) • (xo + xo)> ((xo + x i) ' ) '> (x'o • x'i)'} > 
U2 = L2 U {(X0 • X l ) • (X0 + Xo)> ((x0 • Xl)')'> K + X i ) ' } > 
^3 = {(xo + xo) + ( x i + xi)> (xo • x o) ' • ( x i ' xi)'> (xo + xo) • (Xl + X l ) } > 
U4 = {(XQ-X'Q)- ( l , -x[), (XQ + x'0Y + (Xj + l i ) ' , XQ-XO + X! - X ' J , 
t/5 = \XQ, XQ + x0 , X0 • x0 , x0 + x0 • x 0 | , 
6 = lxo> xo + xo> xo" xo> (xo) > xo + xo'xo> x o + (xo/ > xo" vxo) > X 0 + X 0 - X 0 J > 
U7 = {X0 + X0> (X0 • Xo)'> (X0 + Xo) • (X0 + Xo)} > 
^8 = {X0 • X0> (X0 + Xo)'> (X0 • Xo) + (X0 • Xo)} • 
THEOREM 3.7. Let Bv be the uniformation of the variety B of Boolean 
algebras. Then n € P(BV) if and only if n is a full hyper substitution with 
(Bu,r],a,f3,1), where (a,P,j) <E ((Ul x U2) U (U2 x t / J ) x U5 or (a,0,y) 6 
((t/a x U3) U (t/3 x Ux) U (v 2 x U4) U (t/4 x U2) U C/f U t/4
2) x U6 or (a, f3,7) G 
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((U, x U3) U (U3 x Ux) U U* U Ul) x U7 or (a, /?, 7) e ((U2 x U4) U (U4 x U2) U 
UluUl)xUs. 
P r o o f . 
( =-> ) : In view of the arguments used in the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 3.4, we can infer that if 77 G P(BU), then (Bu,rj, a, /3,7), where a,/3 E 
4 
U Ui. Thus 7] G RegHyp(T1). First we exclude all hypersubstitutions which are 
2 = 1 
not full. Let rj $ Ful lHypfo) , i.e., if (.£<,, r;, a, 0 , 7 ) , then F(a) U F(P) U F(-y) 
^ F. Let us take the following identity 
XQ + X0 • X^ tt XQ + XQ • XQ • (o.4J 
Clearly, this identity is uniform in 23, but is not regular. By Lemma 2.1, we 
have F(rj(x0 + x0 • x\)) = F(a) U F(P) U F(j) / F and F(rj(x0 + x0 • x'0)) = 
F(a)UF(p)uF(-f) ^ F. In view of Lemma 3.1, Var(r?(x0 + x0 -x^)) = { x ^ X j } , 
Var(r7(x0 + x 0-x 0)) = {x0}. Hence, the identity ^(XQ + XQ-X'J ^ rj(x0+x0-x'0) is 
not uniform in B and consequently, 77 £ P(BU). Assume that r\ G FullHyp(T1) 
and (BU)rj,a^n).Ii(a^)e((U1UU3)xU4)u((U2UU4)xU3)u(U4xU1)U 
(U3 x c72), then the identity 
xo + xo ' xo ~ xo ' \xo ~^~ xo) (3-5) 
excludes rj from P(BV). Further, it is not difficult to observe that every unary 
8 
term q(xQ) of type TX must be 29^-equivalent to one of terms from [j U{. li 
i=5 
(a,/3) G (Ux x U2) U (U2 x J7X), then we have to exclude three possibilities: 
7 G c76, 7 G U7, 7 G c78. If 7 G t76, then the "biregular" de Morgan law (the 
term "biregular" de Morgan law is justified by the next section), namely, 
\XQ + X-̂ ) • \XQ ~T~ X-^) <~ XQ • X-̂  "T* X0 • X^ 
excludes 77. If 7 G U7 U Us, then to prove that rj £ P(BV) it is enough to take 
the identity 
X0 + XQ • XQ ^ ( X Q ) + XQ ' XQ . 
Let (a, /?) G f7^. Then we have to deal with three possibilities: 7 G Ub, 7 G £/6, 
7 G c7g. First, note that the identity 
(XQ + XQ • XQ) « XQ + XQ * XQ (3-6) 
excludes rj if 7 G C/5 U Us. If 7 G (76, then it is not difficult to check that the 
identity 
(x0 + x0 • Xiy ^x'0 + x0-x'0 (3.7) 
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excludes r7. Similarly, we deal with (a,/3, 7) E U2 x (U5 U U6 U U7). Further, 
let (a,/3) E Ux x U3. Then we have to consider two cases: if 7 E £/5, then the 
identity (3.6) excludes r/, and if 7 E LJg, then the identity 
(xQ • xQ) « xQ • xQ (3.8) 
excludes r]. For (a, /?) E t73 x [/-_, it is enough to take the identity (x0 • (xQ + xQ)) 
« x0 • (x0 + x0) for 7 E U5, and the identity 
(zo + s o / ^ o + zo (3-9) 
for 7 E U8.Ii (a, j3) E (J72 x L74)(J (C/4 X I72), then we have again two possibilities: 
7 E L75 , 7 E L77 , for which we proceed in the same way as above for 7 E LJ5, 
7 E £/8, respectively. We complete the proof by noting that if (a,/?, 7) E 17| x 
(L75 U f/8) or (a,/3,7) € E/| x (L75 U J77), then the identity (3.9) excludes 77. 
( <= ) : Assume that r] E PullHyp(r1) and (.6-^,77,0.,/?, 7 ) , where (a,/3, 7) is 
identical as in the statement. Clearly, r] E RegHyp(r1). If (a,/3,7) E (({/-_ x U2) 
U (U2 x f/1)) x C/g, then combining Result 1.5(iii) with Proposition 3.3, we get 
that r? E P(BV). Let (a, /?,7) E (L7
2 x f/7) U (U\ x f/g), and let Bv (= ^ « ^ . 
First, note that F(<p) = F ( ^ ) . If ' E F(</?), then J3 (= r]((p) « 7 « 77^) by 
Lemma 3.6 (i). If ' ^ F((p), then we can assume that Var(<p) = { x 0 , . . . , x m _ 1 } = 
Var( ,0). Again applying Lemma 3.6 (i), we obtain B \= rj((p) ~ xQ-\ \-xfn_1 « 
77^) if (a, /3, 7) E U\ x U7, and B \= rf(<p) ^xQ-...- xm_l « ry(^) if (a, /3, 7) E 
U2 x U8. Since ry E FRHyp(r 1 ) , we use Lemma 3.2 to both cases and we get 
that an identity ri(<p) w 77(7/)) is uniform in 29. Thus JB^ |= r](<p) « ^(VO-
Consequently, 77 E P(BU). Similarly, if (a, £ ,7) E ((C^ x L73) U (U3 X UX) U 
(L72XL74)u(c74xf/2)UL73
2Uc74
2)xL76or ( a , / ? , 7 ) E ( ( ^ XC73)U(L73 XcJJlJUf) x U7 
or (a,/?, 7) E ((f/2 x U4) U (J74 x U2) U L7
2) x U8, then applying Lemmas 3.6 
and 3.2 we conclude that 77 E P(BJJ). Thus the proof is completed. • 
R e m a r k s . 
1. One can find simpler excluding identities, but here we use these above since 
they are convenient for further considerations, e.g., in the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
2. Theorem 3.7 shows that it can happen that PQ(V) % P(VC/), and conse-
quently, P(V) % P(VV) because of PQ(V) C P(V) (see [13; (l.iv)]). In fact, let 
us take 77 E Hyp(r1) defined by r)(xQ + xx) = xQ + xx, r](xQ • xx) = (x'Q + x[)', 
r](x'Q) = x'Q. Clearly, rj E PQ(B), and thus 77 E P (B) (r? E P ( 5 ) also follows 
from Result 1.5(hi)). Let us consider the identity (3.7). Then ^((XQ + XQ-X^') ~ 
(xQ + (x'Q + x[y) and 7](x'Q + xQ • x'Q) = x'Q + (x'Q + (x'Q)') . Hence, the iden-
tity rj((xQ + xQ • x-^y) « rj(x'Q + xQ - x'Q) is not uniform in B, and consequently, 
niP(Bu). 
COROLLARY 3 .8 . p(Lv) = 8, p(Bv) = 964. 
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4. Biregularizations of varieties 
An identity <p « ip of type r is called biregular (see [9]) if F((p) = F(ip) 
and Var(<£>) = Var (^) . For example, the identity x0 + x0 • x[ « x0 + xx • a^ 
is biregular in 5 , however, the identity x0 + x0 - xx ^ x0 + x1 - x[ is regular 
but not biregular. For a variety V of type r we denote by B(V) the set of all 
biregular identities from I d ^ ) . We put VB = Mod(J5(V)). The variety VB is 
called the biregularization of V (see [12]). Observe that VB = (VV)R = (VR)JJ 
(see [10]), and so it means that operators U and R commute. The proof of the 
next lemma is analogous to the second part of the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 4 . 1 . (cf. [13]) If ip & t/j is a biregular identity of type r and rj e 
RegHyp(r) . then r/((p) ~ ??(V0 is a biregular identity of type r . 
We need the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let V be a variety of type r . Then we have: 
(i) Ifrje RegHyp(r) and rj e P(V), then rj e P(VR). 
(ii) If rie RegHyp(r) and rj e P(VV), then rj e P(VB). 
(hi) If rie RegHyp(r) and rj G P(VR), then rj e P(VB). 
P r o o f . 
(i) was proved in [13]. 
(ii) Substitute V by Vv and apply (i). 
(iii) Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.3, but using Lemma 4.1 we get 
the statement . • 
Let us consider the following two terms: 
XQ ~r XQ • XQ , X^ T" X-^ ' X^ yQ.l) 
THEOREM 4.3. Let LB be the biregularization of the variety L of lattices. 
Then r] e P(LB) if and only if (L B , 77, a, /?). where (a, (3) e (L1 U L 2 )
2 . 
P r o o f . 
( => ) : First note that every binary term q(xQ, x1) of type r0 is LB-equiv-
alent to one of the terms (3.1) or (4.1) (see [12]). Arguing analogously as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.4 we get that , if 77 G P(LB), then (LB,ry, a,/3), where 
( a , J 8 ) G ( L 1 U L 2 )
2 . 
( <^= ) : Assume that (LB , r l ,a , /3) , where (a,/3) E (L1 U L2)
2. Then, from 
Result 1.5(ii), it follows that 77 e P(LR). But 77 E RegHyp(r0). So, in view of 
Proposition 4.2(iii), we have r\ e P(LB) as required. • 
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C O R O L L A R Y 4.4. P(LB) = P(LR). 
P r o o f . Since P(LR) C RegHyp(T0), from Proposition 4.2(iii), we obtain 
that P(LR) C P(LB). In order to prove the converse inclusion D, let LR f= 
(f « ^ , and let 77 G P(LB). Then combining Result 1.5(H) with Theorem 4.3 we 
conclude that there exists r\x G P(LR) such that 77 and 77x are L^-equivalent. 
So we have LR \= rj((p) ~ ^((f
9) ~ ^(VO ~ ^(VO? what shows that 77 £ P(LR). 
• 
THEOREM 4 .5 . Le£ JB B be t/ie biregularization of the variety B of Boolean 
algebras. Then 77 G P(BB) if and only if (5^,77, a , /3 ,7) . where (a,/?, 7) G 
((CI! X L 7 2 ) U ( C / 2 X L 7 1 ) ) X [ / 5 or (a , /3 , 7 ) G ( ( ^ x cJ3) U (CI3 x £/1) U (U2 x CI4) U 
(L74 x U2) U U\ U U\ U U\ U U\) x L76 or (a,/?, 7) G ((Ux x t / J U ( ^ x U3) U 
UluUl) x U7 or (a , /3 , 7 ) G ((CI2 x U4)U(U4 x U2)UUJUU\) x cJ8. 
P r o o f . 
( ==> ) : Analogously as in the proof of Theorem 3.7 and using results of 
J o e l B e r m a n [12; Section 2, Example 3], we conclude that if 77 G P(BB), 
4 
then (BB ,77,a, /3,7), where a,fi £ \J Ui. First note that 77 G RegHyp(T1). To 
complete the proof of this part, it is enough to repeat considerations from the 
first part of the proof of Theorem 3.7 substituting Bv by BB. Therefore, let 
(I3B ,T7,a,/?,7). If K / 3 ) G ((U, U U3) x U4) U ((U2 U U4) x U3) U (U4 x Ux) U 
(U3 x L72), then the identity (3.5) excludes 77 from P(BB). It is not difficult to 
verify that every unary term q(xQ) of type TX must be BB-equivalent to one 
8 
of the terms from IJ U•. For (a,/3) G (Ux x U2) U (U2 x C/1) U ( ^ x CI3) U 
(U3 x fIx) U (C/2 x CI4) U (U4 x CI2) it is enough to repeat the arguments from 
the proof of Theorem 3.7. If (a, (3) G U^ , then we have to exclude only the case 
when 7 G CI5 U Us. This case is handled just as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, so 
we omit this proof. Similarly, we treat 77 with (a, /?, 7) G U2 x (Us U U7). To end 
the proof of this part, it is enough to observe that, if (a, /3,7) G U\ x (CI5 U CIg) 
or (a,/3,7) G EI| x (CI5 U EI7), then the identity (3.9) excludes 77 from P(BB). 
( <= ) : Let 77 G Hyp(r1) and (BB,rj, a, £ , 7 ) , where (a,/3,7) is identical 
as in the statement . Obviously, 77 G RegHyp(T1), If (a, £ ,7) G (EI-f U EI|) x CI6, 
then 77 G P(BB) by Proposition 4.2(hi). Further, comparing the statements of 
Theorems 3.7 and 4,5 we see that they are much the same. Therefore, we need the 
following fact: If r)1 G P(BB) and 17-= , 772 are ^ -equ iva len t , then 772 G P(BB). 
In fact, first note that 772 G RegHyp(Tx). Further, let BB \= <p & i/>. Then 
BB |= 771(y.>) « r71('0) because 77x G P(BB). Since every biregular identity is 
regular, we have BR (= r/a(^) ~ *7iW0- Because 772, 772 are £R-equivalent, we 
get BR (= 772(c )̂ « 77^^) « ?7i(V0 ~ *72W0- Moreover, in view of Lemma 4.1, 
we obtain that the identity 772M ~ ^2 W is biregular, and so BB |= rj2((p) « 
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V2W- Finally, r}2 e P(BB). Combining Proposition 4.2(H), (iii) with the fact 
proved above we conclude that, if (a, 13,7) G ((U, x U2) U (U2 x UJ) x rj5 or 
(a,/3,7) e ((ux x c/3) u (r/3 x ux) u (rj2 x r!4) u (c/4 x c/2) u ul u rj
2) x rj6 or 
a,jj,7) 6 ((ct.- x u3) u (r/3 x rjx) u rj
2 u rj2) x u7 or (a,/?,7) 6 ((u2 x r/4) U 
(t!4 x r/2) U rj
2 U rj2) x v8, then rj E P(BB). Thus the proof is completed. • 
Remark. The fact from the proof of Theorem 4.5 can be generalized for arbi-
trary variety V of type r . 
COROLLARY 4.6. p(LB) = 16, p(BB) = 1458. 
We collect in the figure below Corollaries 3.8 and 4.6. So we have the following 
diagrams, which present numbers of essentially different proper hypersubstitu-
tions of varieties discussed in the paper. 
P(LB) = 16 
P(LR) = 4 
P(BR) = 4 
P(LV) = 8 
p(Bv) = 964 
p(B) = 2 
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